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Abstract

When an intense, plane-polarized, laser pulse interacts with a plasma, the relativistic nonlinearities
fP

induce a third harmonic polarization. A phase-locked growth of a third harmonic wave can tak; place,

but the difference between the nonlinear dispersion of the pump and driven waves leads to a rapid
li

unlocking, resulting in a saturation. What becomes third harmonic amplitude oscillations are

identified here, and the nonlinear phase velocity and the renormalized electron mass due to plasmon

screening are calculated. A simple phase-matching scheme, based on a resonant density modulation,

is then proposed and analyzed.

t
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Recent advances irl pulse compre,.,sion 1 now make possible the exploration of laser-plasma

interactions, at fluxes above 1018 W/cre 2. Harmonic generation is anaong the important new

processes that take place at such high laser intensities, and has been recently investigated 2 and

identified as a promisit_g candidate for a coherent light source at very short wavelength. ,_,

The nonlinear orbit of an electron in an intense, plane-polarized, laser pulse can be the current

source of two different processes. (i) Spontaneous harmonic Compton scattering: 3 this process

is incoherent, so that the emitted power scales as the density, i.e., as the square of the plasma

frequency 032. (ii) Collective forward harmonic Compton scattering: in a cold plasma the phasesp

of the currents are fixed by the pump, so that a coherent harmonic wave, in phase with the

nonlinear currents, can grow or decay. The efficiency of this phase-locked coherent harmonic

generation was recently studied, 2 and was shown to scale as 038,p

The main issue of harmonic generation in condensed and gaseous media is the phase velocity

mismatch between the pump and the harmonic waves. 4 This is also the case for harmonic

generation in a plasma, and the efficiency of the conversion of power to high harmonics is

dramatically sensitive to this mismatch. What happens then, as we demonstrate, is that the

harmonic wave does not really grow at all; rather, there are amplitude oscillations at a saturated

level, scaling with 0 2. Also, we demonstrate that, by modulating the density, linear growthp

can be accomplished with an efficiency scaling 034or " 8/3
P mp .

Consider an intense pulse, such that the plasma period, c@, is shorter than the pulse duration,

8<tr1. In this regime, each electron is displaced in the direction of the pulse as the pulse passes it

by. Then, after a trarAsientresponse, a nonlinear oscillation, driven by the wave, and modulated

by the plasma collective effects, is set up. To analyze this nonlinear response, we use a

Lagrangian description of the plasma, rather than a Eulerian one. This method has proved to be

powerful in studying the gen;ration of beat waves 5 and plasma wakes. 6

The nonlinearity parameter of an intense electromagnetic wave, with vector potential A, is

eA/mc, where c is the velocity of light, and -e and m are respectively the electron charge and
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mass. For ulta-intense waves, eA/mc>_l, and the electron quiver velocity becomes relativistic, so

that the polarization currents saturate at the value eoO_mc/e. On the other hand, the displacement

currents increase with A, as eoco2A,where m/27xis the wave frequency. Because of the saturation

,_ of the polarization currents, the wave dynamics is dominated by nonlinearity, and c@co2 can
be

used as an expansion parameter, with all orders in eA/mc kept. This is to be contrasted with the

usual nonrelativistic plasma electrodynamics, which is essentially an expansion in eA/mc. The

large value of the pump field causes electrons to respond with an effective mass, 7 M, so that, it

turns out that a density expansion scheme is valid if mJ(co2M) ._ co (co2eA/mc) is a small

parameter. In fact, this parameter is small over a very broad range.

Intermediate, but important, results are the calculations of the nonlinear phase velocity of an

intense laser wave and the electron renormalized effective mass, due to plasmon inertk).

To overcome the problems that we identify, we propose and analyze two phase-matching

schemes, based on a resonant density modulation. In the following, except in the final part, we
l)

will use e=m=c=o=l.

,_ Consider an intense, plane-polarized, laser wave propagating along the z axis:

A(z,t) = A(z,t) cos[t- z+ (_(t)] %, (1)

CO2,_where qb(t)is a slowly varying phase [dqb/dt=O( p)l which accounts for the the nonlinear

dispersion of the phase velocity, and where A(z,t) is a slowly varying envelope, whose dynamics

is insignificant to the problem, provided that/gA/Oz<A , OA'n' <A, and 8co<cop. Under such

conditions, when an electron enters the pulse, it behaves essentially as in an infinite wave. The

power transfer from the pump to the harmonic wave is diminished primarily by the phase-velocity

mismatch, and, to a much lesser extent, by the group-velocity mismatch. This latter mismatch

accounts for the imperfect overlapping of the two pulses, and it takes place on a far longer time

, scale. The effect of the finite length of the envelope, will be evaluated at the end of this letter.

3
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Each electron is described by its unperturbed position zo, and follows a Lagrangian orbit,

• 2 when ali collective
h(zo,t)= z(t)- zo, X(Zo,t), about its rest position. To lowest order in cop,

plasma effects are neglected, the electrons perform the well known "figure-8 '' motion: 8

A A2 A2

x = _ sin[M'_(t,Zo)+_], h -. 8M2 sin[2M_(t,Zo)+2qb], t = z°+Mx +8_ sin[2Mx+2qb]. (2)

The proper time, '_, can be obtained from the last equation, which is a Kepler equation:
n-.oo

_Jn[.nA2/4M2]n'lsin[2n(t-Zo)+2nd_], where the Jn are the ordinary BesselM'c(t,Zo)=t-Zo+
n=l

functions of order n. The effective mass of the electron in an intense wave 7 is M

X]l+ A2/2.

The sum of ali the Lagrangian currents,-(dx/dt)8[z-zo-h(t,zo)], gives the Eulerian current,

which is the source term of the Maxwell's equations. With the Lorentz gauge we obtain

02A 02A 2 fdzog[z.zo.h(t, zo)] A(z,t) ,2 A
_9z2" 0t2 - coP ,, Y(Zo,t) - coPT(l+0h/0z o) ' (3)

where we have introduced the relativistic energy, 72=1+. (dh/d'_)2+ (dx/d'_)2, and used the

conservation of the transverse canonical momentum, 7dx/dt=A. After some algebra, we can

rewrite, 7(1+0h/0zo) = T- P, where p is the longitudinal momentum, p=dh/d_. The zero-order

orbit, described by Eq. (2), gives T-P = M, with the result that, although the microscopic

Lagrangian currents contain the various harmonics of co, the Eulerian current, to this order,

contains only the fundamental.

The relativistic nonlinearity does manifest itself through an effective plasma frequency, co>,

The nonlinear dispersion, described by the slowly varying phase, d_,is then easily calculated with

Eqs. (1-3), to get dqb/dt= c0_/2M.The nonlinear phase velocity of the pump, V*, can be written

V*= 1+ m>M.
as

Because of the cancellation between the relativistic velocity anharmonicity, and the relativistic
11)

density oscillations, T(l+ah/0zo)=M, harmonic generation occurs only at the order c0_,i.e., at the

2 for the Lagrangian orbits, h_ this order, the Coulomb interactions, responsible for the rorder COp

plasma collective effects, enter the Lorentz equations. The transverse x dynamics remains



unaltered, but, on applying theGauss theorem to the perturbed density, one finds an additional

restoring force, 9 proportional to the density, co_,and the displacement, h.
0

d_p.._.A2
_----.-- p, - --rf-sin[2(t-z)+2d0] - 4"/ta' (4a)d'c dx

2

2
d1:dt___', dq'dc- "A27sin[2(t-z)+2qb][ 1+ _vI] " COpph. (4b)

2 expansionThese equations describe a perturbed nonlinear oscillator. To implement an mp

scheme, we must be careful to avoid secular terms. 10 On the basis of the unperturbed solution,

Eq. (2), we seek a ga'st order solution of the form:

A2 A2

h .- sin[2M*_+2cI)]+ O[ cop2], t= zo +M*_ + 8-_ sin[2M*z+2c_] + O[ co2] (5)8M_.2 .

The plasma effects add up higher order harmonic terms, O[ mpa],and renormalize the nonlinear

fundamental frequency M, to give a new effective mass, M*=M + O[co2], dressed by plasmons.

Solving Eq. (4) with Eq. (5) leads to:

A2 A 27-p= M*+ co 16M*z cos[2M*'_+2qb], t- z = M* I: + _2 32M .3 sin[2M*'_+2_]. (6)

The dressed effective mass is then obtained by demanding that there be no secular drift along the z

direction. It is convenient to use _. p2 = 1+ (A cos[t- z+ q_])2, and, after some algebra, we obtain:

,_ A 4

M* = M - %"64 M'_' (7)

This last result is not specific to the problem of harmonic generation, and is, in fact, quite

general. Equation (7) is the effective mass of an electron in an intense wave, when Coulomb

2 The plasma collective effectscollective interactions are taken into account to first order in mp.

decrease the bare effective mass M, because the collective forces am restoring forces, -co2h,which

oppose the driving fast oscillations, and screen A.

On the basis of Eqs. (3) and (6), we see that the transverse Eulerian polarization current has aii

third harmonic component, of order 4, which is able to excite a third harmonic transverse wave,

a(z,t) = a(t)cos[3(t-z)+_(t)] ex, (8)
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with the amplitude, a, and phase, rp,evolving on the slow time scale of the problem, i.e. at most

0[4]. To order co4 , and provided that a<A, the coupled MaxweU's equations are:
"2 2 4 2

32A _2A COp_ co;A 2 32a 32a co co A
.... _ = _ a---P--,-_ Acos[3(t-z)+3¢(t)] ex. (9)
3z2 3t2 - M* A-32M, 4 A, _Z 2 Ot'" _vt 32M,_

lp

The first term, on the right hand side of the second equation, describes the reactive dispersion due

to the polarization currents, but, with dressed electrons, whose inertia is given by Eq. (7). The

second term drives the harmonic generation. On the basis of the first equation, one can calculate

the next order plasma correction to the nonlinear dispersion of A, 2d¢/dt =o_/M*-_A2/32M*4;

thus, to this order, the nonlinear phase velocity of the pump is

2 4A2 d_A_4
V* = 1 + _ % + (10)

2M 6,,M 4 256M 6 '

The equations for the slowly varying amplitude and phase, a and _, take a form similar to the

Rosenbluth-Liu 5 equations for beat wave generation, up to a dephasing term,

da A 3

- o_4 sin(0) (1 1 a) °

J

cit - " 192M 4 '

dO ._ 4 A3 cos(0)
d-"_= 3M " fop 192M4 a (11 b) *

where 0(t)=tp(t) -30(0. The tendency to phase-lock at large a, due to the second term on the right

hand side of Eq. (11b), is cancelled by the phase-velocity mismatch, described by the first term.

No phase-locking occurs, so that instead of growing linearly with time, the amplitude oscillates.

Figure 1 depicts the phase portrait of this dynamical system, Eq. (1 1), with various orbits

arranged around the elliptic points, [a----L-_o3_A3/256M3,0=nn].These equations are a Pfaffian

A3
system, and the first integro! is: I = a2+O_p2 128M3 a cos(0). Two classes of orbits are easily

identified: circulating one (I>O, for large lal) and trapped one (I<0, for small lal). The equation

types of orbits is: [Ut]=-[Arcsin2UI'U2a2+2V2:], where U=-4oJ2p/3M, and V=-
of both

2VqV2+2UI - L

f.04pA3/192M4. If the amplitude is large enough, the I>0 orbits can be approximated by a=[ -

V/U]cosfUt).
tj

6
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The previous poor conversion to third harmonic can be improved upon through a resonant

density modulation, in order to detrapp the I---0orbit, as one proceed to show.
41

Imagine a one dimensional plasma media, with alternating, along z, high and low density

, sections. The laser pulse will induce harmonic generation in the active high density sections, but

the interaction with the low density plasma will result only in a reactive phase shift between the

pump and the harmonic. Choosing the width of the reactive low density sections to compensate

the phase mismatch due to the active one, now restores linear growth. The bold line on Fig. 2

displays the amplitude-phase orbit in such a configuration. After s steps, one can reach a =

stopZA3/128M 3. Thus, the power conversion efficiency scales as, P3/P1 = 10"

3)s2(eA/mc)a(o_¢0) 4, where theot exponent is 4, if A<I, 0, if A=I, a,ld-2, if A>I.

Strong density modulations might be set up by, for example, the laser ablation of a multiple-

layered media, or a nonlinear wave. However, such a strong resonant modulation, may not be

necessary, it would be more convenient to use a low frequency, small amplitude, density wave

in an hontogeneous plasma, such as, for example, a long waveleJ_gth ion-acoustic wave.i

, Actually, even a weak modulation has a dramatic effect which can be studied within the

framework of the previous model. Consider the density modulation, 8n/n=esin(fat), with e<l,

and f_ < 8c0< top < co,so that the Eq. (11) becomes:

-_- = -to-_ [1+ 2E sin(fiat)] sin(0) (17 a)
dt 192M 4 "

cos(0)
dO 4c"!2 -_ [l+2e sin(_'2t)]_ (12b)
-d-i-= " 3--_I[1+e. sin(f_t)] . 192M4 a '

As soon as the amplitude becomes larger than m_/256, the second term on the right hand side of

Eq. (12b) is negligible compared to the fin'stone, and the amplitude equation becomes:

da °.)4pA3 _ _¢/ __1_P dt -" i92M4 [1+ 28 sin(_2t)] JN(-4eco 3Ml'2)sin [ 3M t + Nf2t + N _- ]. (I3)N



The amplitude is driven by a sum of oscillating terms, and, if one of these oscillations is

' resonant, it induces a' secular linear growth, When N is odd the resonance condition is

+4o/3r- 0.NI2

The associated resonant term quickly dominates the other bounded components, and we can

average out the oscillating part of a, to study the secular part of the third harmonic amplitude,

<a>,Taking the asymptotic expansion of JN(Ne.) in the resulting equation,

d<a>/dt=JN(Ne)_A3/192M 4, we obtain

<a> = 6. 10-3 A3 M"11/3@0/3 8.1/3 _1/3 Ai[1.52 M"2/34/3 8"I/3 I2"2/3(1-e)] t. (15)

Ai is the Airy function, and one can take the typical value e'l/3Ai = 0.1. The efficiency scaling

becomes P3/Pl=10"5(eA/mc)Ct(o_m)20/3(fZ/m)2/3(03t) 2, The exponent ot is now -10/3 if A>I.

So far, we have solved a nonlinear initial value problem, i.e., an infinite plane wave, A(t), is

turned on adiabatically in an infinite plasma, and we have studied the associated response, a(t).

This solution is relevant to the corresponding initial boundary value problem, i,e., the study of

the a(z,t) response to an A(z,t) pump, provided that the wave-packet overlapping problem, due 9

to group velocity mismatch, takes piace on a long time scale. A departure from overlapping

appears after a time c50"1/2_3Vg/3Co) = _.o'lm2/o_. This time is to be compared with the time

needed to complete one generation cycle = co/_2p. Since c0>>_5c0 for a wave packet, the

overlapping mismatch comes into play on a time scale far longer than all the other processes.

. Nevertheless, this overlapping does limit the maximum number of step in the strong

!
modulation scheme, as well as the time in Eq. (15) (tmax--_'le02/c0_)|

|
&

| To assess more carefully the potential of phase-matching with a small amplitude wave,

considec an ion acoustic wave. The quasineutral, low frequency, long-wavelength dispersion

relation for a wave with _in/n = e sin(f2st - Ksz)is _2s=KsT,fTT_i , T is the electron temperature t

and m i is the ion mass. Under typical laboratory conditions, I2s<COpi<Sco<COpe<¢.0,the pulse

length is smaller than the ion acoustic wavelength, so that, Eq. (12) apply, provided that we



, use the effective modulation frequency, f2 = f2sVg/-_i, seen by the pulse. We do not need

to know the exact expression of Vg, the nonlinear group velocity of the pulse, beca tlse Vg=1+

" O[(COp/co)2] and we are working to the lowest relevant order in C0p/C0.Thus the equivalent

¢ frequency to be used in Eq. (12) is f2 = f2s/-_'m i. Taking the group veiocity mismatch as the

ultimate limitation, and considering the regime A=I, we obtain: P3/P i = 10-2 (T/1.eV) 1/3

' (0_C0)8/3 (_2s/CO)2/3(CO/aco)2,

To summarize, we have set up, discussed, and solved, the equations for relativistic third

harmonic generation in a plasma within the framework of a Lagrangian description. The

important problem of phase mismatch has been identified arid addressed. The nonlinear phase

velocity, the renormalized electron mass, and the conversion efficiency have been calculated.

Two simple modulation schemes, to overcome saturation, have been proposed and analyzed.

Usingplasma for third harmonic generation has advantages over using other nonlinear

I condensed, or gaseous media. Plasma do not suffer material breakdown at high intensities, and

; can convert radiation over a very broad range of frequencies.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1: Phase portrait of Eq. (11), eA/mc=l, (_p/0_)2---'0.1,starting from the background noise, near

[a=0,0=(2n+l)_2], the third harmonic wave describes the separatrix orbit, I=0, and the amplitude

,_ o_cillates between the values +mp2A3/128M 3, the I>0 open orbits oscillate within the range

m_A3/128M 3.

Fig. 2: Amplitude-phase orbit (bold line) in a resonant stack of high and low density plasma layers,

the horizontal straight lines, which are, in fact, a very small amplitude oscillations, correspond to

passive phase shifting. The length of the active high density sections is to be of the order of an odd

multiple of 3Mrff8o_.
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